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To research and design by the AD HOC personal networks which provide 
such as saving power consumption for desktop or cell phone ,optimized 
routing ,peer to peer communication integrated fixed and wireless 
network ,single point to multipoint mobile multimedia communication , 
interoperated with cell communication between physical layer and 
multimedia access control layer, and so on ,have been made from past 
twenty ten years. Impractically AD HOC personal networks have no good 
performance to increase throughputs in which well mobility, optimal 
routing of mobile node and hidden node over high speed user with server 
interference always affecting the overall system; this article proposed a 
promising technology that combines digital modulation with spread 
spectrums communication and beyond 3G multimedia communication, 
matches orthogonal frequency divided multiplex with digital signal 
process chips and inter-antenna fading on the physical layer. Our novel 
proposal designs integrate from L1 to L2 layer increasing performance 
and stability on the AD HOC personal networks taking a cost mobile 
platform, a long distance broadband wireless communication. 
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